Thank you for purchasing a Taylor Made Mooring Whip. Taylor Made Products manufactures the highest quality docking and protective products on the market and has developed state-of-the-art mooring whip systems that will provide premium protection for your boat for years to come under normal boating conditions.

The parts listed below have been included with your mooring whip system.

“Standard Mooring Whips” (Models MW.080, MW.120, MW.140, MW.160)
1. Two fixed angle Aluminum-Magnesium bases.
2. Two solid two-part .813” dia. tapered fiberglass mooring whip poles with roller tips.
   (The MW.080 model consists of two one-piece poles)
4. Two 5/16” solid braid nylon mooring whip lines to be used with poles.
5. Two black whip cleats (with neoprene strips) for whip line adjustment.
6. Two 3/8” nylon dock lines.
7. One epoxy adhesive packet (not needed for the MW.080 model).
8. One 5/32” Hex Key.

“Premium Mooring Whips” (Models PMW.1400, PMW.1600, PMW.1800)
1. Two self-regulating, variable angle (“Rocker Arm”) Aluminum-Magnesium bases.
2. Two solid two-part 1.0” dia. tapered fiberglass mooring whip poles with roller tips.
3. Eight stainless steel 3/8” bolts, nuts, and washers.
4. Two 5/16” nylon mooring whip lines to be used with poles.
5. Two black whip cleats (with neoprene strips) for whip line adjustment.
6. One epoxy adhesive packet.

The following tools are necessary for installation:
Two 9/16” and one 1/2” socket, open or crescent wrenches, a drill with 3/8” bit, a small knife, and a Phillips head screwdriver. Fixed angle Mooring Whips also require a 5/32” Hex Key (included).

HOW TO USE THE MOORING WHIP SYSTEM

BOARDING THE BOAT:
1. To board the boat when the whip is in use, simply unfasten one of the whip lines from the whip cleat. This will release the whip pressure. The released tension will cause the pole to retract upward, allowing that end of the boat to return to dock for easy boarding. The other end of the boat will remain held securely in position away from the dock.
2. After the engine has been started and boarding is complete, release the second whip line and all of the dock lines from the boat cleats.
3. Leave dock lines out of water and ready for return attachment.
4. Motor away from the dock after re-confirming that the dock and whip lines are detached from the boat.

DOCKING THE BOAT:
1. Pull the boat approximately 3- 4’ from the dock. The “bow hand” should have the bow lines within reach before you stop. First place the bow breast and spring line loops, then the bow whip line loop, on the inboard bow cleat. This will secure the bow.
2. The “stern hand” then places the stern breast and spring lines over the inboard boat stern cleat. Simply pull the stern of the boat to the dock for disembarking. After the boat is secure, place the loop of the stern mooring whip line over the boat stern inboard cleat on top of the dock line loops.
3. From the dock, pull down on the tail end of the mooring whip line. This will cause the boat to move away from the dock and the dock lines will pull tight. Continue to pull until the top end of the mooring whip is nearly in the horizontal position and the boat is hard against the dock lines. Secure the whip line to the whip cleat. Repeat the process on the other mooring whip.
4. The boat will now be riding parallel to the dock, at least 3’ away, so that it can move about under control. This is called a ‘soft mooring’ since the boat is not held rigidly. It presents little stress to the boat, dock lines, and the dock itself.
**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**STEP 1 - Join the two-part mooring whip poles together at the couplers, using the enclosed epoxy packet.** *(This step is not applicable to Model MW.080)*

1. Open the adhesive packet and squeeze out both parts of the epoxy solution into about a 2” circle onto a piece of cardboard or other scrap material. Mix the two parts thoroughly with a disposable plastic knife, flat stick or piece of cardboard.
2. Find the Bottom Pole; this pole has a PVC collar at the lower end and a 3.5” sanded portion/45º cut at the upper end. Coat the sanded portion and end of this pole with epoxy. **DO NOT GET EPOXY ONTO ANGLE CUT END OF POLES**
3. With a twisting motion, slowly insert the epoxy-coated male end into the coupler of the corresponding Top Pole. The Top Pole has a fiberglass coupler at the lower end, and a roller tip system at the upper end. The pole will be fully inserted when the 45º angle cuts match up and fit snugly together in the coupler. Allow the excess epoxy to build up at the end of the coupler similar to the end attached at the factory. Feel free to wipe away any additional excess epoxy.
4. Ensure that the poles do not migrate apart while waiting a minimum of five minutes for the epoxy to cure.

**IMPORTANT: Warranty is void if poles are not properly bonded together.**

**STEP 2 - Install the bases and whip poles.**

1. Tie-up the boat along the dock in a convenient location.
2. Position the front-end of the base 2” to 4” from the edge of the dock, directly across from the bow and stern deck cleats (or other attachment area of the boat). Premium models should have the adjustable rubber stopper facing the boat.
3. Mark the location of the holes to be drilled in the dock by using the two bases as templates. Each base should hold the poles perpendicular to the boat.
4. Drill holes through the dock at the marked locations. The bolts provided with your Perimeter Mooring Whip System are for use with standard 2” x 6” decking. Be sure whips are parallel with each other and perpendicular to the dock.
5. Align the bases with the holes and secure tightly with the stainless steel bolts, nuts, and washers provided.
6. Thread the 5/16” whip lines through the heavy-duty rollers at the upper end of the Top Poles. Temporarily tie the line around the lower section of whip poles.
7. Insert whip poles into the receiver sockets in each of the respective base units. Position the poles by rotating them as required so that the roller tip is in direct line with the deck cleats and, therefore, will smoothly and freely guide the mooring whip line. Failure to align the roller tips properly will cause the line to chafe prematurely. Tighten the set screws in the base units in order to secure whip poles in base at the proper location.
8. Install the black whip pole cleats on the Bottom Pole at a convenient working height, (typically 3’ to 5’ from the deck) with cleat horns perpendicular to dock. Use neoprene strips under clamp halves to keep cleat from slipping.

**STEP 3 - Set your dock lines.**

1. **The Standard or “X” method.** This method works well with both standard and premium “Mooring Whips” and is suitable for normal docking conditions. This mooring procedure consists of two “spring” lines and two “breast” lines (supplied). The “spring” lines will keep the boat from moving fore and aft along the dock and should be approximately the length of the boat. The “breast” lines determine the distance the boat will ride from the dock and should be long enough as to hold the boat a minimum of 3-5 feet from the dock and never less than 1 1/2 times the tidal change. In order to function properly, it is **important that all dock lines have equal tension with no slack** when the boat is moored. When properly installed, the “spring” and “breast” lines will form an under and over-lined “X”.

**STEP 4 - Set the whip lines.**

1. Untie the whip lines from whip poles and tie a bowline knot or loop in the outboard end of each line. This will allow for easy placement over the boat deck cleats. Next, thread the inboard ends of whip lines through the holes located in the center of the whip pole cleats. Tie knots in the ends of lines so that they won’t pull free from the cleats.
2. Position the loops in the whip lines over the **inboard** boat deck cleats. From the dock pull down on the whip line. This will pull the boat away from the dock, arch the whip poles, and tighten the dock lines. Tie the whip line off on the whip pole cleat. If your water level and docking conditions are fairly consistent, you can make a bowline knot or loop in the whip line to facilitate easy attachment to the whip pole cleat. When properly installed the boat will be parallel to the dock and will lie approximately 3-5’ off of the dock. The whips should be parallel with each other and perpendicular to the dock. Finally, the line that runs from the whip roller tip to the whip pole cleat should be approximately parallel to water level.